
Mixed Equations with Whole Numbers Name:

Choose the best answer

Students collect water samples from the nearby pond and
are told to count the organisms under a microscope. There

are two types of organisms in the water the students
collected and they find 8383 water bears, and 3880

flagellates. What is the total count of organisms in the
sample?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

A stellar shipping company makes 3
shipments in a week. If each shipment is an

average of 1835 miles, how many miles does
the shipping company travel in one week?

Show your work

A stellar shipping company makes 1
shipment in a week. If each shipment

is an average of 2095 miles, how
many miles does the shipping
company travel in one week?

Show your work
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14304 10140

8813 12263

6677 5505

5617 5702

miles

#1

#2

#3



Mixed Equations with Whole Numbers Name:

Choose the best answer

RoboMiners Inc is planning to mine asteroids for rare
earth metals. They estimate there are 9 near earth

asteroids each containing an average of 4985 pounds
of valuable metals. How many pounds of rare earth

metals are estimated on the near earth asteroids.

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Julia owes a private space company and is
constructing an interstellar spacecraft in orbit. Julia
needs to launch 1 pound of material at a rate of 774
dollars per pound. What are the total launch costs?

Show your work

RoboMiners Inc is planning to mine
asteroids for rare earth metals. They

estimate there are 6 near earth asteroids
each containing an average of 1336

pounds of valuable metals. How many
pounds of rare earth metals are estimated

on the near earth asteroids.

Show your work
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43057 34093

44865 32198

776 774

810 578

pounds

#4

#5

#6



Mixed Equations with Whole Numbers Name:

Choose the best answer

Ryan owes a private space company and is
constructing an interstellar spacecraft in orbit. Ryan

needs to launch 2 pounds of material at a rate of
7349 dollars per pound. What are the total launch

costs?

Show your work

Archeologists have recently dug up a bunch of
old stuff! They tell the reporters that they have

dug up 2793 old things. Later after using carbon
dating techniques they realize 2025 of the things
are new things and aren't that impressive. How
many old things should the archeologists have

told the reporter they found?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Archeologists have recently dug up a bunch of old stuff!
They tell the reporters that they have dug up 4909 old

things. Later after using carbon dating techniques they
realize 879 of the things are new things and aren't that

impressive. How many old things should the archeologists
have told the reporter they found?

Show your work
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13400 12052

14698 13284

real old things

3172 3362

4348 4030

#7

#8

#9



Mixed Equations with Whole Numbers Name:

Noah owes a private space company
and is constructing an interstellar
spacecraft in orbit. Noah needs to

launch 7 pounds of material at a rate
of 354 dollars per pound. What are

the total launch costs?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Elizabeth owes a private space company and is
constructing an interstellar spacecraft in orbit.

Elizabeth needs to launch 5 pounds of material at a
rate of 2117 dollars per pound. What are the total

launch costs?

Show your work

A scientist believes that there are
2191 small parakeets and 8371
large parakeets in a particular

part of the rainforest. What is the
total parakeet population there?

Show your work
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$

10260 10111

9400 10585

parakeets

#10

#11

#12



Mixed Equations with Whole Numbers Answer Key

Question Answer

#1 12263

#2 5505

#3 2095

#4 44865

#5 774

#6 8016

#7 14698

#8 768

#9 4030

#10 2478

#11 10585

#12 10562
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